Ambulance chasing is a common socio-scientific phenomenon in particle physics. I argue that despite the seeming complexity, it is possible to gain insight into both the qualitative and quantitative features of ambulance chasing dynamics. Compound-Poisson statistics suffices to accommodate the time evolution of the cumulative number of papers on a topic, where basic assumptions that the interest in the topic as well as the number of available ideas decrease with time appear to drive the time evolution. It follows that if the interest scales as an inverse power law in time, the cumulative number of papers on a topic is well described by a di-gamma function, with a distinct logarithmic behavior at large times. In cases where the interest decreases exponentially with time, the model predicts that the total number of papers on the topic will converge to a fixed value as time goes to infinity. I demonstrate that the two models are able to fit at least 9 specific instances of ambulance chasing in particle physics using only two free parameters. In case of the most recent ambulance chasing instance, the ATLAS γγ excess, fits to the current data predict that the total number of papers on the topic will not exceed roughly 310 papers by the June 1. 2016, and prior to the natural cut-off for the validity of the theory.
lance chasing is an example of such a dynamical system. Motivated by the most recent di-photon instance of ambulance chasing, I will show that it is possible to study the dynamics of ambulance chasing in a semi-analytic framework, as well as that it is possible predict the time evolution of (at least some) observables associated with ambulance chasing. Two parameter compound Poisson models are able to fit the time evolution of the cumulative number of preprint papers on an ambulance chasing topic. Furthermore, raw data appears to show that instances of ambulance chasing tend to converge to a similar time evolution at large times.
Note that the goal of this paper is not to examine the ethical aspects of ambulance chasing, but to provide some level of quantitative and qualitative understanding of the underlying dynamics.
II. AMBULANCE CHASING AS A POISSON

PROCESS
There are many observables one can construct in order to quantitatively describe the dynamics of ambulance chasing. Here I will focus on the cumulative number of papers on a topic as a function of time, N (T ). The reasons for choosing the observable are two-fold. First, sums tend to be more statistically stable and hence easier to study. Second, cumulative number of papers is an example of an observable for which it is possible to obtain real data in a reasonable amount of time.
Let us begin with a simple assumption that on any day t, measured from the event which triggers the cycle of ambulance chasing, the number of papers n on the topic is a random observable drawn from a Poisson distribution P (n, t) = e −µ(t) n(t)! µ(t) n(t) ,
where µ(t) is the mean of the distribution at time t.
Next, the probability that at a time T, we observe N (T ) ≡ T t=1 n(t) papers is described by the compound , (1) where the last step is a result of the standard theorem of compound Poisson statistics, which states that a sum of Poisson distributed random variables is also Poisson distributed.
Note that the expression in the last line of Eq. (1) implies that the mean of P (N, T ) is simply
The functional form of µ(t) remains to be determined.
It is reasonable to assume that in ambulance chasing, both the interest in the topic and the number of available ideas which have not previously been explored decreases monotonically with time and should go to 0 as time goes to infinity. In addition, any quantity which describes interest and the number of available ideas would by definition have to be positive definite. Hence, the behavior of µ(t) should be such that
This leads to an ansatz that µ(t) can quite generically be written as
where a k , A, B are the constants in time. The generic expansion of inverse powers in t (model 1) encompasses more general functional forms, (e.g. µ(t) ∼ tan −1 (t)), while model 2 serves to describe cases where µ(t) might decrease faster than any power of 1/t. Other than the expressions in Eq. (4) I can not think of any other case which satisfies the conditions of Eq. (3) that is not already well approximated by models 1 and 2.
The ansatz is surely not perfect as one could easily imagine situations where the appearance of an ambulance chasing paper will actually induce interest in the community and hence result in additional publications, manifest for instance as terms proportional to t n , where n ≥ 0 in model 1. However, these instances tend not to last long and result in fluctuations which can be absorbed into the coefficients.
Let us first examine model 1 in more detail. As t → ∞, the dominant term in the µ(t) expansion is ∼ 1/t, assuming that there is no large hierarchy between the coefficients (which should be the case in any natural theory).
At late times, we can hence drop terms with k > 1, leading to
where H(T ) is a harmonic number of T .
As harmonic numbers of large arguments scale logarithmically, the immediate implication of Eq. in which case the assumptions behind the motivation for µ(t) ∼ 1/t do not hold anymore.
In the above derivation I assumed that time between two successive data points n(t) flows in uniform discrete steps. This is not strictly true in practice as the preprint publication dates are skewed by weekends and holidays.
In order to mitigate this effect, I will introduce another parameter into the definition of µ N (T ) as
The b parameter also helps to capture the effect of higher This is not a problem, as Harmonic numbers analytically continue into the real plane via the di-gamma function ψ(x). In the following, I will continue to use the symbol H(x), and implicitly assume the analytic continuation.
An analogous calculation using model 2, again keeping only the leading term ∼ e −t , leads to an expression
The behavior of µ N (T ) in case of model 2 is quite dif- 
III. RESULTS
In order to test the models from the previous section, as it was otherwise difficult to determine the date of the publication in an automated fashion. I expect that these approximations will result in systematic errors of O(10) papers in total (per data set) and will hence typically be smaller than the statistical error.
For each data set, the date on which the result responsible for the cycle of ambulance chasing is announced can be established as the "zero time." The choice is not unique as one could easily repeat the exercise by considering, say, the date of the first preprint as the starting date in each data set. Note, however, that none of the general conclusions in this paper are affected by the choice of the reference date, as the choice of zero only shifts the data sets and does not affect any functional forms. Table III shows a summary of the data sets considered in this paper, together with the dates of appearance as well as the arXiv number of the original note whose citation data I use as an estimate of N (T ).
A compound Poisson distribution with a mean of Eqns. (6) and (7) is able to fit each of the ambulance chasing instances in Table III, This is simply due to the fact that after the result is refuted, the cut-off for the validity of the theory is clearly reached. Still, the b parameter in Eq. (6) is able to mitigate some of this effect and still provide a satisfactory fit to the data even after the cut-off is reached. In all instances, model 2 appears to fit the overall data equally well at small T , while the fit obtained with model 2 is often different, and superior at large T . Perhaps the most striking result using model 2 is the quality of fit in the case of Unparticles, where the data shows almost no deviation from µ N (T ) using model 2. This is strongly suggestive of the initially high enthusiasm about Unparticles which was followed by an exponentially decaying interest in the topic at later times. The reason that model 2 in many cases fits the overall data better than model 1 is likely due to the fact that model 1 fits in Fig. 1 are performed including the data beyond the cut-off for the model validity, while model 2 is able to accommodate for the cut-off in a more natural fashion, as we expect N (T ) ≈ const after the cut-off has been reached. A more fair comparison between the two models would have to be done using only the data up to the cut-off, but it is often non-trivial to determine a precise date at which the theory breaks down.
The OPERA result is perhaps the best example of a system with a clearly defined cut-off, where the revela- and BICEP 2 data, taking into account only the preprints with the hep-ph arXiv suffix in order to limit the data to the contributions from the particle physics community only.
particle results are subject to a larger audience (including particle, astro-physics and possibly cosmology communities) and should hence result in a larger overall number of publications. Indeed, the lower panel of It is also possible that the feature is simply a coincidence, but at this point I do not have enough statistics to make this conclusion.
The model is able to predict the time evolution of N (T ), given an initial stream of data. The current AT-LAS di-photon data suggests that the total number of papers will not exceed 310 by June 1. 2016, which I estimate should be well before the natural cut-off for the validity of the theory. More specifically, the model predicts that N (T ) of the ATLAS di-photon data on the date should be described by a Poisson distribution with the mean µ(T ) = 271 papers.
Forecasting the total number of preprints on an ambulance chasing topic could be useful to particle physics journals. The forecast would allow journals to anticipate the load of submissions for publication and hence improve the overall effectiveness of the rejection process.
Finally, it would be interesting to see if the same scaling rules apply in ambulance chasing instances across academia and the news, as it is possible that the same underlying assumptions about what drives the dynamics of ambulance chasing in particle physics apply elsewhere. 
